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Our learning this half term 

English 

This term we have been looking at writing play scripts to link in with reading a selection of Shakespeare’s plays in 

reading. We are now moving on to focus on our grammar, including looking closely at direct and reported speech then 

modal verbs before half term. We have found that creating the loom lessons to support the activities has helped 

children to fully engage in their learning. To continue developing their understanding of phonics there are additional 

links to phonics lessons on the remote learning tab on the website. From the discussions that we have had with the 

children they are enjoying studying Shakespeare and are finding it more entertaining than they expected.  We have 

already read Macbeth and A Midsummer’s nights dream and will be starting Hamlet next week. Mrs Martin will also 

continue to read the class story Freedom and put the links on J2E in a separate folder so you can catch up if you miss a 

day. It is important that the children continue to read daily during this period. 

Maths 

This term we have completed a review of the four operations and have begun looking at fractions. So far we are 

becoming experts at finding and identifying equivalent fractions. Over the next two weeks we will study improper 

fractions and mixed numbers along side the addition and subtraction of fractions. The links to the loom lessons to 

support your child’s learning can be found on J2E or the school website. It is very important that all of the students 

continue to practice and master their times tables. They can use both Times-Tables Rockstars and J2e Blast to support 

this learning. 

Foundation 

This term we have been learning about Anglo Saxon Britain and the impact of the Romans on Modern Britain. We also 

spent time finding out about what life was like in Tudor England to give context to Shakespeare’s life and inspiration. In 

RE we will be looking at the key beliefs of Hinduism and  how they celebrate rites of passage.  

Assemblies alongside addi-

tional PSHE, Computing, 

and Science lessons are 

updated weekly and found 

on our school website. 

 

Daily PE activities can also 

be found on our school 

website. 
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Optional Project - Shoe Box challenge 

To create and label a model of an Anglo-

Saxon house or village. Once completed 

take one or more pictures of it and share 

with the class on J2E in the Homework 

Folder. 

Well done! It has been amazing to see the effort that you are putting into your online 

learning during this challenging period.  One of the highlights of our week is the 

chance to catch up with all the children during our weekly phone conversations. We 

look forward to seeing your work when it is completed online or returned to school.  

Mrs Martin and Mr Thomas 

Essential Remote Learning 

Please continue to practise every times ta-

ble from 1-12. Remember to read everyday 

for 20 minutes.  


